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Abstract
Quality estimation for machine translation is an important task. The standard automatic evaluation methods that use reference translations cannot perform the evaluation task well enough. These methods produce low correlation with human evaluation for English-Hungarian. Quality estimation is a new approach to solve this problem. This method is a prediction task estimating the quality of translations for which features are extracted from only the source and translated sentences. Quality estimation systems have not been implemented for Hungarian before, thus there is no such training corpus either. In this study, we created a dataset to build quality estimation models for English-Hungarian. We also did experiments to optimize the quality estimation system for Hungarian. In the optimization task we did research in the field of feature engineering and feature selection. We created optimized feature sets, which produced better results than the baseline feature set.
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1. Introduction
The measurement of the quality of translation output has become necessary especially in the field of machine translation (MT). A reliable quality score for MT could save a lot of time and money for translators, companies, researchers and ordinary users. Knowing the quality of machine translated segments can accelerate the translators' work, or can help human annotators in their post-edit tasks, or can filter out and inform about unreliable translations. Last but not least, quality indicators can help MT systems to combine the translations to produce better output. There are two kinds of evaluation methods for MT. The first type uses reference translations, i.e. it compares machine translated sentences to human translated reference sentences, and measures the similarities or differences between them. To evaluate the quality of MT, after an automatic translation, we also have to create a human translated sentence (for the sentences of the test set) to compare it to the machine translated output. Creating human translations is expensive and time-consuming, thus these methods, such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and other methods based on BLEU, TER (Snover et al., 2006), HTER (Snover et al., 2006) etc., cannot evaluate in run-time, and the correlation between the results of these methods and that of human evaluation is very low in the case of translations from English to Hungarian. A completely new approach is needed to solve these problems, i.e. a method which can predict translation quality in real-time and does not need reference translations.

The other type of evaluation methods is called Quality Estimation (QE). This is a supervised approach that does not use reference translations. This method addresses the problem by evaluating the quality of machine translated segments as a prediction task. Using QE we can save considerable time and money for translators, human annotators, researchers, companies and ordinary users.

In this study, we use the QuEst framework (Specia et al., 2013), developed by Specia et al., to train and apply QE models for Hungarian, which to our knowledge has not been done before. Hence, first, we needed to create a QE corpus for Hungarian. Then, using this corpus we built different kinds of optimized English-Hungarian QE models. For optimizing we developed new semantic features using WordNet and word embedding models.

Hungarian is an agglutinating and compounding language. There are significant differences between English and Hungarian, regarding their morphology, syntax and word order or number. Furthermore, the free order of grammatical constituents, and different word orders in noun phrases (NPs) and prepositional phrases (PPs) are also characteristics of Hungarian. Thus, features used in a QE task for English-Spanish or English-German, which produced good results, perform much worse for English-Hungarian. Hence, if we would like to use linguistic features in QuEst, we need to integrate the available Hungarian linguistic tools into it.

The structure of this paper is as follows: First we will shortly introduce the QE approach. Then, we will present the corpus we created for English-Hungarian QE. Finally, our experiments, optimizations and results in the task of QE are described.

2. Related Work

In the last couple of years there have been several WMT workshops with quality estimation shared tasks, which provided datasets for QE researches. The datasets are evaluated with HTER, METEOR, ranking or post-edit effort scores. But, unfortunately, there is no dataset for Hungarian. In this research we created a QE dataset for English-Hungarian. For human judgement we used the Likert scoring scale.

QE is a prediction task, where different quality indicators are extracted from the source and the machine translated segments. The QE model is built with machine learning algorithms based on these quality indicators. Then the QE

1http://www.statmt.org/wmt15/quality-estimation-task.html
model is used to predict the quality of unseen translations. The aim is that the scores, predicted with the QE model highly correlate with human judgments, thus the QE model is trained on human evaluations.

Recently, in the field of QE, research has focused on feature selection (Bicici, 2013) using a variety of machine learning algorithms and feature engineering (Camargo de Souza et al., 2013). In feature selection task, Beck et al. tried more than 160 features in an experiment for English-Spanish to predict HTER (Beck et al., 2013). Other key aspects in field of QE are: a.) providing larger datasets; b.) feature selection using a variety of machine learning algorithms and feature engineering for word-level, sentence-level and document-level QE; c.) exploring differences between sentence-level and document-level prediction; d.) analyzing training data size and quality (Bojar et al., 2015).

According to the WMT15 (Bojar et al., 2015) shared task results, for English-Spanish the LORIA/17+LSI+MT+FILTRE (Langlois, 2015) system gained the best performance with 0.36 Spearman’s $\rho$ and with 0.39 Pearson’s correlation. The LORIA uses the baseline features, two Latent Semantic Indexing features and 31 features based on pseudo-references. For English-German the RTM-DCU/RTM-SVR (Bicici et al., 2015) system achieved the best result with -0.62 Spearman’s $\rho$ and with 0.59 Pearson’s correlation. The RTM-DCU is based on referential translation machines using support vector regression for document and sentence-level prediction.

In our research we did experiments for Hungarian QE in providing a dataset, word-level feature engineering and feature selection.

### 3. Quality Estimation

In the QE task, we extract different kinds of features as quality indicators from the source and translated sentences. Following the research of Specia et al., we can separate the features in different kinds of category (Specia et al., 2013). From the source sentences, complexity features can be extracted (e.g. number of tokens in the source segment). From the translated sentences, we extract fluency features (e.g. percentage of verbs in the target sentences). From the comparison between the source and the translated sentences, adequacy features are extracted (e.g. ratio of percentage of nouns in the source and target). We can also extract indicators from the MT system, these are the confidence features (e.g. features and global score of the SMT system). From another point of view, we can also divide the features into two main categories: “black-box” features (independent from the MT system) and “glass-box” features (MT system-dependent). Since in our experiments we have translations from different MT systems, we did use only the “black-box” features. After feature extraction, using these quality indicators, we can build QE models with machine learning methods. The aim is that the predictions of the QE models are highly correlated with human evaluations. Thus, the extracted quality indicators need to be trained on human judgments.

### Table 1: Adequacy and fluency scales for human evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adequacy</th>
<th>Fluency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: none</td>
<td>1: incomprehensible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: little meaning</td>
<td>2: disfluent Hungarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: much meaning</td>
<td>3: non-native Hungarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: most meaning</td>
<td>4: good Hungarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: all meaning</td>
<td>5: flawless Hungarian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1: I do not understand this English sentence

### 4. HuQ Corpus

To build the English-Hungarian QE system, we needed a training corpus. In our experiments, we created a corpus called Hungarian QE (HuQ). The HuQ corpus contains 1500 English-Hungarian sentence pairs. To build the HuQ corpus, we used 300 English sentences of mixed topics from the Hunglish corpus (Halácsy et al., 2005). We translated these 300 sentences into Hungarian with different MT systems. After the translation, to create human judgments, we evaluated these translated segments with human annotators. For creating human scores, we developed a website\(^4\) with a form for human annotators to evaluate the translations. In this website we can see an English source sentence and its Hungarian translation, originating from one of the translation sources. However, the evaluates were not aware of the origin of the translation. The annotators could give quality scores from 1 to 5, from two points of view (Koehn, 2010): adequacy and fluency (see Table 1). We added a 0 score (I do not understand the English sentence) to filter out wrong evaluations. All the 1500 sentences were evaluated by 3 human annotators: L, M and T. All the annotators were native Hungarian speakers who have minimum B2 level English language skill. The 3 annotators have different evaluation attitudes:

- L: linguist,
- M: MT specialist,
- T: language technology expert.

To follow and control the annotators effectively, or to discuss the annotation aspects with the annotators personally, to avoid misunderstandings, we did not use crowdsourcing for the evaluation. In order to ensure a consistence annotation scheme, the 3 annotators evaluated a set of 50 translations in a personal meeting. These translations are not included in the training set.

There are 3 topics in the HuQ corpus: subtitles, literature and law. The subtitles are simple daily used sentences containing a high ratio of slang words. The language of literature has more complex grammatical constructions with many rare words used. The segments from law are official texts with complex grammar. We used 5 different translations for each of the 300 sentences. One of them is human translation from the Hunglish corpus, the remaining translations are from 4 different MT systems:

\(^4\)http://nlpg.itk.ppke.hu/node/65
1. MetaMorpho (Novák et al., 2008) rule based MT system,
2. Google Translate,
3. Bing Translator,
4. MOSES statistical MT toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007).

The Google Translate and the Bing Translator are statistical MT systems. The main advantage of these two systems is that they are trained on huge corpora. Thus, the commonly used phrases will be translated in high quality, but in the case of unseen or rare segments or word forms, the quality will be low. In contrast, the MetaMorpho rule based MT system can handle numerous grammatical forms. Thus, it can gain high quality both in adequacy and fluency. The MOSES MT toolkit was trained on the English-Hungarian corpus, which contains \( \sim 1.1 \) million English-Hungarian sentence pairs, which is not big enough to produce high quality translations. There is a typical difference between statistical MT systems and rule based MT systems for English-Hungarian.

In Table 2 we can see an example: Smith turned the question over in his mind. The main difficulty for automatic MT systems in this sentence is that not Smith turned over, but the question turned over (by Smith). The MetaMorpho system, using the grammatical analyzer could handle this problem correctly, but the statistical systems could not, because the probability of “Smith turning over” is higher than a “question turning over”. This problem appears in the human evaluation scores as well. We can see in Table 2, in the case of Google Translation, that the 3 annotators gave 3 different scores. One reason for the difference is that the 3 annotators had different attitudes, another reason is the ambiguity. If we translate the Hungarian sentence back, it means: Smith turned around in his mind, above the question. Thus, L gave 1 because this translation is totally different from the source sentence. But T gave 5, because these phrases: “in mind”, “turn question”, together definitely have the main meaning that Smith analyzed the question, which has the same meaning as the source sentence. M agrees with both L and T, he is halfway between them.

For building the QE models, we used the arithmetic mean of the scores of the 3 annotators:

- **AD**: arithmetic mean of the adequacy scores,
- **FL**: arithmetic mean of the fluency scores,
- **AF**: arithmetic mean of the AD and FL scores.

We also created classification scores, because there are many cases, when we do not need 5 grades. For instance, the companies and translators need only 2 or 3 classes: need post-edit – do not need post edit; correct – need correction, etc. We created 3 classes from the AD, FL and AF scores:

- **BAD**: \( 1 \leq x \leq 2 \),
- **MEDIUM**: \( 2 < x < 4 \),
- **GOOD**: \( 4 \leq x \leq 5 \),

where: \( x = AD, FL \) or \( AF \). The classification scores are:

- **CLAD**: classification scores from AD,
- **CLFL**: classification scores from FL,
- **CLAF**: classification scores from AF.

5. **Methods, experiments and optimization**

Using the HuQ corpus with AD, FL, AF, CLAD, CLFL and CLAF, we built the QE models. For building the QE model, features as quality indicators are needed to be extracted from the corpus. Then, with a machine learning method, human or automatic evaluation scores are used to build the QE model. To create the quality indicators from features, we used the QuEst framework. In this study, 103 features (103F) were extracted from the corpus. The set of 103 features contains 76 features implemented by Specia et al. and 27 additional features developed by us. In the 103F, there are adequacy features (e.g. ratio of percentage of nouns in the source and target, ratio of number of tokens in source and target, etc.), fluency features (e.g. perplexity of the target, percentage of verbs in the target, etc.) and complexity features (e.g. average source token length, sentence source log probability, etc.). The 27F contains 3 dictionary features and 24 features using WordNet and word embedding models.

The first task was doing evaluations with differently-sized portions of the HuQ corpus. Secondly, we evaluated the HuQ corpus with standard automatic metrics. Thereafter, we built different QE models for English-Hungarian. First, we tried the 17 baseline features (17F) (Specia et al., 2013) for Hungarian. The 17F is language and language tool independent. Then we performed experiments with the 103F (17F is subset of 103F). The problem was that the 103F contains features that use language dependent linguistic tools (e.g. Stanford parser (De Marneffe et al., 2006), Berkeley Parser (Petrov et al., 2006) etc.). Most of these tools, however, are not applicable to Hungarian. Thus, we integrated the available Hungarian linguistic tools into QuEst: For Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging and lemmatization, we used PurePos 2.0 (Oroz and Novák, 2013), which is an open source, HMM-based morphological disambiguation tool. Purepos2 has the state-of-the-art performance for Hungarian. It has the possibility to integrate a morphological analyzer. Thus, to get the best performance, we used Humor (Prószék, 1994), a Hungarian morphological analyzer. For NP-chunking, we used HunTag (Recski and Varga, 2009) that was trained on the Szeged Treebank (Csenedes et al., 2005). HunTag is a maximum entropy Markov-model based sequential tagger. There are many language specific features that could not be extracted, because there are no Hungarian language tools for them. For the machine learning task, we used the Weka system (Hall et al., 2009). We created 7 classifiers with 10 fold cross-validation: Gaussian Processes with RBF kernel, Support Vector Machine for regression with Normalized-PolyKernel (SMOreg), Bagging (with M5P classifier), Linear regression, M5Rules, M5P Tree and for classification we used Support Vector Machine with NormalizedPolyKernel (SMO). We only show the results of the SMOreg and SMO, because these gained the best results. For evaluating...
the performance of our methods, we used the statistical correlation, the MAE (Mean absolute error), the RMSE (Root mean-squared error) and the Correctly Classified Instances (CCI) evaluation metrics. The correlation ranges from -1 to +1, and the closer the correlation to -1 or +1, the better it is. In the case of MAE and RMSE the closer the value to 0, the better.

We developed 27 new word-level semantic features. Our aim was to quantify the similarity and relatedness of the topic or meaning of the source and the target sentences. We created bag of words (BOW) from the source and the target segments.

We used 3 features extracted from an English-Hungarian dictionary used by the MetaMorpho system, which contains 365000 entries. We created noun, verb, adjective BOW from the source and the target sentences, then we counted the source-target word pairs from the BOW, which are included in the dictionary. After all, we divided the matches by the length of the sentence, the length of the target sentence and we counted the F1 score of them.

We developed an additional 24 features using WordNet and word embedding models. We used the Princeton WordNet 3.0 (Fellbaum, 1998) and the Hungarian WordNet (Miháltz et al., 2008). We collected the synsets of the nouns in the source and the target segments. Then, we collected the hypernyms of the synsets up to two levels. Using the collected synsets and hypernym synsets we counted the weighted intersection of synsets of the source and the target words. Features are extracted from the result synsets. We counted the instances of the result synset and divided the sum with the length of the source sentence, the length of the target sentence, the number of nouns in the source sentence, the number of nouns in the target sentence and we counted the F1 score of them. Using these counts, we also created features with the verbs, the adverbs and the adjectives. However, if looking up words in WordNet did not provide any results, which is quite often the case because of the small coverage of the Hungarian WordNet, we used word embedding models to substitute synset results (Mikolov et al., 2013b; Mikolov et al., 2013a). Thus, first we trained a CBOW model with 300 dimensions on a 3-billion-word lemmatized Hungarian corpus. The reason for using the lemmatized version was to have set of semantically related words, rather than syntactically related ones. Due to the agglutinating behaviour of Hungarian, building an embedding model from the raw text would have provided syntactically similar groups of words, and only a second key of similarity would have been their semantic relatedness (Siklósi and Novák, 2016). However, in the lemmatized model, this problem was eliminated. Thus, if there was no result for a word from WordNet, its top 10 nearest neighbours were retrieved from this embedding model, resulting in a list of quasi synonyms, and used the same way as WordNet synsets. However, as these lists did not necessarily correspond to exact synonyms of the original word, the weight of this feature was lower (set to 0.1).

We carried out experiments for five different settings:

1. task (T1): we did statistical and inter-annotator agreement measurements on the HuQ corpus.
2. task (T2): we compared and evaluated the quality of the MT systems.
3. task (T3): the HuQ corpus is evaluated using automatic evaluation methods: TER, BLEU and NIST (Lin and Och, 2004)
4. task (T4): using the HuQ corpus and the 103F, we built QE models trained on the automatic evaluation metrics, the AD, the FL, the AF, the CLAD, the CLFL and the CLAF scores.
5. task (T5): using the HuQ corpus, the 17F and the 103F, we built QE models trained on the automatic evaluation metrics, the AD, the FL, the AF, the CLAD, the CLFL and the CLAF scores.
6. task (T6): using the HuQ corpus and the optimized feature sets, we built the QE models trained on the Automatic evaluation metrics, the AD, the FL, the AF, the CLAD, the CLFL and the CLAF scores.

The experiment with human scores needed to be optimized for English-Hungarian. For optimizing, we used the forward selection method. First, we extracted and evaluated each feature separately. Then we chose the feature that produced the best result. Thereafter, we combined the chosen feature with each remaining feature, and we added the feature that produced the best combined result in each round.

Table 2: Example of translation difference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MT system</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Adequacy</th>
<th>Fluency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Smith turned the question over in his mind.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Smith megvizsgálta a kérdést.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MetaMorpho</td>
<td>Smith a kérdést forgatta a fejében.</td>
<td>2 5 5</td>
<td>4 5 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Smith turned the question in his mind.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>Smith megfordult a kérdés felett a fejében.</td>
<td>1 3 5</td>
<td>5 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bing</td>
<td>Smith megfordult a kérdés a fejében.</td>
<td>4 5 4</td>
<td>4 4 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Smith the question turned in his mind.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOSES</td>
<td>Cyrus smith a kérdést.</td>
<td>1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Cyrus smith the question.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Results and Evaluation

In Table 3 we can see the inter-rater agreement found in T1 and in Figure 1 we can see the marginal distributions. Because of the ambiguities described in Section 4, the Fleiss Kappa values of inter-annotator agreement between the 3 annotators is moderate.

In T2 (see Table 4), as we expected, MOSES achieved the lowest result and MetaMorpho performed best.

The results of T3 describe the quality of the HuQ corpus. The system-level results of the T3 evaluation: TER: 0.6107; BLEU: 0.3038; NIST: 5.1359. According to the TER and

the BLEU scores, ~30% of the HuQ corpus contains correct translations.

According to CLAF scores, we also counted the "GOOD" classes. There are 780 instances of GOOOD, which means 52% of the HuQ corpus contains correct or close to correct translations. According to AF scores, we counted the perfect translations (score value = 5), there are 387 instances of perfect translation, which means 25.8% of HuQ are correct translations.

In T4, as we can see in Table 5, increasing the size of HuQ, we got better results:

- the AF-500 could gain ~24% higher correlation than the AF-100,
- the AF-1000 could gain ~3% higher correlation than the AF-500,
- the AF-1500 could gain ~1.5% higher correlation than the AF-1000.

The results of T5 experiments show the performance of building the QE models to predict the standard automatic evaluations (see in Table 6) and the human judgements. As we can see in Table 7, the AD-103F could gain ~10% higher correlation than the 17F baseline set, the FL-103F could gain ~6% higher correlation than the 17F baseline set, the AF-103F could gain ~7% higher correlation than the 17F baseline set. It means that, the baseline features are not the optimized features for Hungarian. Thus, we need to find the most relevant features for Hungarian QE.

In T6, first, we used the 103F to build QE models trained on AD, FL, AF, CLAD, CLFL and CLAF human scores. Then, we optimized the models to Hungarian. After optimizing, as we can see the results in Table 7 and in Table 8, the optimized features for Hungarian could gain ~14% (optimized AD - 29 features), ~10% (optimized FL - 32 features), ~12% (optimized AF - 26 features), ~6% (optimized CLAD - 21 features), ~5% (optimized CLFL - 10 features) and ~4% (optimized CLAF - 12 features) higher correlation than the baseline features. The optimized AD set contains 5, the optimized FL set contains 8, the optimized AF contains 5, the optimized CLAD contains 2, the optimized CLFL contains 1 and the optimized CLAF contains 2 semantic features developed in this research. As we can see in the results of the optimization, each optimized feature set contains semantic features developed in this research, which means that the semantic features are important features for QE.

7. Conclusion

We created the HuQ corpus for quality estimation of English-Hungarian machine translation. The corpus contains 1500 quality scores of translations, which are given by human annotators. Then, using the HuQ corpus, we built different QE models for English-Hungarian translations. In our experiments, we used automatic metrics and human judgements as well. In the experiments we tried 103 features including 27 newly developed semantic features using WordNet and word embedding models. Then, we optimized the quality models to English-Hungarian.
the optimization task, we used forward selection to find the best features. We could produce optimized sorted feature sets, which produced more than 10% better correlation than the baseline set. In our experiments, our HuQ corpus and QE models can be used for predicting the quality of machine translation outputs for English-Hungarian.

In the future, we would like to enlarge the corpus. We also would like to examine the effect of utilizing crowdsourcing to increase the size of HuQ. Last, but not least, we will do experiments and evaluations in a ranking task.
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